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ABSTRACT

When the safety of the public becomes threatened by computer misuse, and so few are either  willing
or able to do anything about it, ethical engineers must stand up and just say NO.  Structural engineers
must seriously reflect upon, and create the means to protect themselves from, the mistaken belief that
computers somehow are a source of knowledge, or are a source of solutions to engineering problems,
or have the necessary "intelligence" to be trusted.  Nothing could be further from the truth.
Computers simply cannot be trusted.  Ethical engineers must recognize the need to protect the public
from the consequences of the misuse of computers by those persons who claim to be structural
engineers, but who use computers as a substitute for knowledge, experience, and thinking, and who
hide their ignorance of structural engineering in the black box of the computer.

INTRODUCTION

With all due respect and patience to structural engineering computer elitists, computer scientists,
management gurus, clients of structural engineering services, and computer-oriented politicians who
are fascinated and infatuated by the so-called electronic information revolution as a panacea of
structural engineering information processing, this is pure fairyland gobbledegook!  It is far too
simplistic, irresponsible, and extremely destructive and counterproductive for respectable
professionals to promulgate the idea that human interaction with electronic technology is a more
reliable and more efficient means of creating solutions to structural engineering problems and
communicating knowledge than by the brute force method of direct, intimate, and intensive
involvement of competent human engineers in the details of computation.  Quality structural
engineering can only be performed by knowledgeable,  intelligent, innovative, and creative structural
engineers with extensive practical design experience, rather than by computer technicians pressing
keyboard and mouse buttons while viewing computer boob tubes!
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A CLEAR AND PRESENT DANGER

Throughout the world today, there are very disturbing and pervasive attitudes among practicing
structural engineers regarding the use of computers as a substitute for knowledge, experience, and
thinking.  Such engineers appear to believe that the computer enables them to perform engineering
decision making regardless of whether or not they themselves have the necessary knowledge or
experience to perform such work in the absence of computers.  A rapidly growing percentage of
engineers today believe that expertise in using computers in and of itself is a statement of their
expertise in performing engineering.  The use of computers as proof of competence in structural
engineering is reaching epidemic proportions.  Large numbers of structural engineers actually believe
that they are “engineering” by simply using computers, rather than realizing that quality engineering
can only be the outcome of extensive knowledge of engineering principles, extensive and relevant
experience, and very hard human brain effort.

The problem is that we are placing too much emphasis on automated technologies at the expense of
real knowledge, and this overemphasis has become an excuse for not investing in "real" learning.
In both an education and practice context, such overemphasis on computers sends the wrong
messages to young aspiring engineers, i.e., that learning and practicing engineering simply involves
navigating oneself through "easy to use" menus and computer generated pretty color pictures.

Exploiting information technologies in the context of engineering design has a very serious
downside, and it is that it becomes a technology that easily drugs the brain into a false sense of
security, knowledge, and power.  Before such automated technologies can be of real value to the
design engineer, the engineer must have the knowledge and experience to do the engineering without
computers.  Unfortunately, we are becoming so dependent on computers that structural engineers
are rapidly losing the skills to be able to do any computational work without computers.

What competent structural engineer has not experienced the pain and frustration of discussing an
engineering problem with someone whose only experience "solving" engineering problems is by
computer means?  Such persons (not to be confused with “real” engineers) can no longer, or perhaps
never learned to, engineer without computers.  They have no idea of the subtle issues related to
modeling, analysis, and design that cannot be addressed by computers.  They subscribe to the notion
that in addition to their great speed of computation, computer programs are encapsulations of
knowledge.  Such persons do not appear to recognize that knowledge goes far beyond the boundaries
of what is possible to program into a finite set of discrete computer program instructions.  They
appear not to be aware that real engineering knowledge includes a huge component of experience,
insight, intuition, creativity, spontaneous thought, gut feeling, ability to imagine, and a lot more
"awareness" of structural engineering than any computer program or programmer can have.  Rather,
they think that the world can be analyzed as one big finite element model, and that the computer can
and should automatically model, analyze, design, and draft the final solution, while the "engineer"
should merely define specifications and requirements, invoice client, make profit, and hustle new
business.

Such computer dependence will cause monumental problems in the future as fewer and fewer
engineers are able to independently (i.e., without computers) create correct solutions to structural
engineering problems.  As such computer dependency grows, who is doing the engineering?  Is it
the programmer with little or no knowledge of, or experience with, real world engineering practice,
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or with a degree in some field other than structural engineering?  Computers are not, and will never
be, the source of solutions to engineering problems.  Correct solutions can only come from
competent human engineers.  Structural engineers are fooling themselves and the public which they
serve if they continue to create environments within which the primary medium for structural
engineering is the computer, rather than knowledgeable, creative, innovative, and highly experienced
human structural engineers.

When it is suggested that the use of computers should be strictly limited (by legislation with
appropriate civil and criminal penalties) only to those who can prove competence and experience in
the theory and details of engineering computation, it is shocking to hear the often irrational responses
in defense of the use of computers by anyone capable of flipping the “ON” switch.  A paraphrased
example of such a defensive and irrational response was the following recent one made by an
aerospace engineering faculty member at a well known engineering university:

“Your point is well taken.  But why stop there?  Let’s outlaw calculators too.  We must make sure
that all engineers can add, subtract, multiply, and take the square root of large numbers in their heads
before they can be called engineers.  For that matter, we better also do away with books since they
also detract from human interaction and face-to-face learning.  Let’s all sit around a big oak tree and
learn how to analyze simple beams and columns by talking to one another and working out closed
form solutions by hand.”

Well, the fact is that there is a monumental difference between computers and calculators, books,
and other non-programmable entities/devices, and that is that no human ever imagined or expected
that a book or calculator can perform the complex calculations and/or decision making that engineers
always performed in pre-computer days.  Unfortunately, since the introduction of computers, and
especially since the wildly growing use of PC's, engineers today not only imagine, but they
absolutely expect and demand that computers perform all such processing.

The reality of engineering today is that the structural engineer has discovered a very powerful and
convenient way to service clients without the need to expend huge amounts of resources on learning
or understanding the complex details of structural engineering modeling, analysis, and design.  The
"way" is the computer.  The human engineer today behaves in a manner consistent with the natural
order of the universe, i.e., proceed forward utilizing minimum expenditures of energy.  An increasing
number of structural engineers today respond to automated technologies by allowing the computer
to do the work, while the engineer is relieved of the responsibility of worrying about the details.

The same irrational university professor made the comment, “I guess a real engineer does not need
finite element programs, spreadsheet programs, CAD software, and other application software.  Of
course, the engineer will never get a job either, so I guess it doesn't matter.”

Well, the professor was pretty close to the truth.  Real structural engineers do not need application
software.  Rather, real structural engineers can create simplified models of complex structural
systems, perform appropriate analyses on such simplified models, and create designs based on such
simplified models that can be constructed with high degrees of confidence that they are safe,
reasonably economical, and functional.  Any structural engineer that cannot do this without a
computer is not a real structural engineer, and must not be permitted to perform structural
engineering analysis and design with a computer.  Although computers can be incredibly valuable
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tools when used by real structural engineers, they are more dangerous than weapons of mass
destruction when used by those who cannot create solutions to problems in the absence of computers.
All one needs to do to appreciate this is to reflect on the death and destruction associated with the
recent Kobe, Japan earthquake.  Such infrastructure collapse is nothing when compared to the
potential for future disasters that will occur and will be due to improper engineering performed by
those whose only experience with structural engineering modeling, analysis and design is by an
exclusive interaction with the computer.

Engineering by computer does not, repeat not, provide meaningful learning experiences related to
the complex theoretical details of modern engineering.  It is far too easy to become sedated by the
scope and speed of computations that modern computers can perform.  Who is immune from the
thrill and relief of being able to solve hundreds of thousands of equations without any significant
human effort?  Who is immune from the temptation of allowing such automated technologies to take
over the responsibility of creating "solutions" to engineering problems?  Well, only real structural
engineers who can engineer without computers have such immunity.  Such real engineers see the
computer for what it really is, and that is that it is merely a highly imperfect tool capable of
processing huge quantities of information according to highly suspect programming rules defined
by generally inexperienced programmers at the speed of light.  And, at the speed of light, incorrect
results can be displayed in the most aesthetically pleasing form of color stress contours on curved
shells under the influence of dynamic loads when deforming in the inelastic range.  Oh, by the way,
the person using the computer to create such results only needs to read the computer program's user
manual, or better still, to just use an easy-to-use GUI and make appropriate menu picks.  The fact
is that such persons would surely benefit if they were to "sit around a big oak tree and learn how to
analyze simple beams and columns by talking to one another and working out closed form solutions
by hand."

It has been suggested that the above comments demonstrate that this author may be fundamentally
anti-computer, or that he is unaware of the wonderful potential future benefits of modern computer
information technology, or that he is disrespectful of the expertise required to utilize such technology
in fabulously creative ways.  Well, this is simply not the case.  However, even when recognizing the
real potential of computers, engineers cannot be blind to the danger.  Structural engineering is a
safety critical profession.  The integrity of the physical infrastructure of the world depends on the
quality of structural engineering design.  Given the rapidly growing percentage of structural
engineers in practice worldwide who have created a largely fantasy-based belief system and who
have developed incredibly dangerous expectations regarding what they use computers to do for them,
the risk of structural failures will grow exponentially as this trend continues.

A simple example is the rapidly growing demand and expectation on the part of a majority of
engineering companies throughout the world that CAE/CAD software should fully automate the
structural engineering design process.  More and more structural engineers today are expecting that
they should only be required to define specifications and conditions for problem solutions, while the
CAE/CAD computer programs should automatically create the necessary mathematical models,
perform the complex and iterative analysis and design processes, and then pass the resulting design
to the drafting function which would create fabrication and construction drawings.  In such an
environment, the structural engineer's only responsibility would be to define the problem solving
requirements and then to review the final design "solution."  This is a prescription for disaster.  Yet,
numerous software developers are responding to market demands by developing and delivering
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software which is being marketed as having such capabilities, and the not-so-real engineers are
buying the marketing hype, i.e., they actually believe that such software can do the engineering with
minimal human involvement.

Software developers regularly receive demands for improvements to structural engineering analysis
and design software which will not require the user to have extensive knowledge of theoretical
details.  For example, users of such software demand that the software developer create an
environment where the user need not read the user manual.  Since high quality structural engineering
software includes user reference manuals consisting of numerous volumes of documentation
describing the details of what the software does, what its limitations are, and the theory and
assumptions upon which its calculations are based, the structural engineer is reluctant to use such
software.  The fact is that many structural engineers today do not want to be bothered with such
details.  What they want and are willing to pay for is a windows interface that permits them to cause
information processing to occur, and to cause results to be displayed in full color graphics format,
with animation if possible, and with pretty formatted printed display of numerical information.
Concerns for whether or not duplicate eigenvalues can be detected correctly, or whether or not a
sufficient number of modes are being used to obtain correct response spectrum analysis results, or
whether or not the theory used to represent the behavior of nonlinear cable elements is correct, or
whether or not analysis results are sensitive to the geometry of a finite element mesh or the type of
element formulation incorporated into the software, or whether or not the theory for analyzing partial
end moment fixity is correct, etc., etc., etc., are rarely, if ever, expressed by engineers using
computers today.

The attitude of a growing number of structural engineers is that they simply do not have time, or will
not be paid, to be concerned about such details.  But, with the computer, they actually believe that
they can still deliver the designs requested of them by their clients.  Why not have such simplistic
beliefs???!!!  Every time you input the data, and press the button, you get the result.  And, you get
the result with almost no expenditure of human energy.

Of course, computer technology itself is not inherently bad.  Rather, the way in which computers are
being used for structural engineering computation, and the continuing trend of growing misuse, is
the problem.  There is a huge ethical obligation on the part of senior engineers and engineering
managers to emphasize the importance of knowledge, expertise, and experience in engineering
practice, and not the “sex” of using computers.  In the practice of structural engineering, it is critical
to know the “why” of design, rather than only being concerned about knowing the “how”of using
computers.  Professional structural engineers must emphasize principles, fundamentals, modeling
techniques for hand solutions, how to recognize errors in computation, alternative ways of creating
solutions to structural engineering problems, validating computer produced results, respect and fear
of computers, skepticism of computer produced results, respect for experience in engineering
practice, the need to learn engineering by doing engineering (not by doing “finite element analyses
of the world,” or by oversimplifying the world to fit within the limitations of incompetent structural
engineering software), and the importance of learning structural engineering from other senior and
experienced real structural engineers (i.e., the rapidly diminishing number of real engineers who still
remember how to engineer without the need for computers).  It is only by training professional
engineers, not by training engineering technicians (i.e., computer operators), that the profession of
structural engineering will fully meet its responsibilities and obligations to the public it serves.
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Can there be any question about why there should not be deep concern about the improper use of
computers, and concern that through inaction, the engineering profession is implicitly endorsing such
dangerous attitudes about computers?  Although computers have enormous potential benefit for
humankind, such benefit will not be realized if the structural engineering use of computers continue
down its current destructive path.

What can the structural engineering profession do to change the current directions of over
dependence on, and gross misuse of, computers?  There are no easy answers.  However, all
competent and experienced senior engineers have an opportunity to influence young minds as to the
dangers of computers, to the absolute requirement for real engineers to be able to engineer without
computers, to always be skeptical of computers, to never ever use computer results without extensive
validation, to always assume computer displayed results are wrong until proven correct by the
engineer, to "know" the answer and merely use the computer to fine tune the solution, to deglorify
the computer, to glorify knowledge and experience, to glorify the need to be thoroughly familiar with
all the details of engineering theory and practice, to avoid working for employers whose only
available opportunities to learn are through computer use rather than by being trained by experienced
and expert real engineers, etc.

The computer is not, and never will be, an acceptable substitute for human knowledge, experience,
insight, intuition, creativity, independent thinking, and good old fashioned hard work.  Although
computers can be a very valuable technology in the practice of structural engineering, all structural
engineers must recognize that it is far more important to fully understand the details of engineering
(i.e., principles, methods, standards, ethics., etc.) than to understand how to navigate around a
computer screen, and to warn practicing engineers that if they do not know enough about structural
engineering to be able to engineer in the absence of computers, then they have no business using
computers (i.e., such use under such conditions would not only be unethical, it would be criminal).

As all competent and experienced engineers are aware, no good computer program can make a
competent structural engineer, only a competent engineer should use a good computer program.
Although this may seem self evident, it sadly is not the reality of how computers are being used in
practice today.  Thus the need to expose the dangers and to create and implement the protections.

Now, although computer technology is not inherently bad, there are quite fundamental characteristics
of computer technology which make it a high risk technology when measured by its ability to
compute accurate solutions to structural engineering problems.  In particular, it is a well known fact
that for any reasonably complex engineering computer program, and given the current speed of the
fastest commercially available computer hardware, and given the huge number of possible
combinations and permutations of paths through the computer program, it is simply impossible to
validate the accuracy of all possible information processing paths through the computer program.
Therefore, it is not possible to say with a 100% confidence level that any particular program is free
from serious error.  In fact, it is more realistic to say with a 100% confidence level that all structural
engineering computer programs have one or more serious errors, and more probably have large
numbers of serious errors.  In other words, the issue of software quality and reliability is by far the
most important concern in any use of engineering computer programs.

Unfortunately, a fact of computer life is that all (i.e., with no exceptions) commercially  available
computers and computer software are subject to many factors which have varying degrees of
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influence on their ability to  produce correct solutions to structural engineering problems.  Of even
greater concern is the fact that when incorrect solutions  are produced, they are often not so "wrong"
that they are immediately  recognized as wrong.  Further, sometimes the results are grossly incorrect,
but if the engineer has little feelings for what the "correct"  results should look like (either due to
ignorance or lack of experience), it becomes almost impossible to recognize the wrong results.  The
danger of computers is that many engineers always assume (and almost all  engineers surely expect)
that computers will always produce "correct" solutions to problems.  Such assumptions and
expectations often dull the awareness  and sensitivity of the engineer to potential, and often likely,
errors  produced by the computer!

In spite of such serious concerns about software quality and reliability, it is shocking to observe how
naive or ignorant or irresponsible many structural engineers appear to be regarding such concerns.
Such naivety, ignorance, or irresponsibility becomes apparent in the software buying practices and
the software use practices of many structural engineers.  For example, it appears that the primary
criteria used to select structural engineering software includes frequency of software advertisements,
high quality glossy color advertisements containing wild claims of technical prowess, low cost, ease
of use as measured in terms of visually attractive windows-based menus and graphical user
interfaces, ease of use as measured in terms of simplicity of automatic modeling of structural
systems, little or no learning requirements whatsoever, simplicity of user manual documentation
(e.g., one or two small user manual volumes is considered to be good, while nine or ten large user
manual volumes is considered to be bad!), and colorful packaging of software medium.  Such criteria
very rarely, if ever, include requests for proof of technical qualifications of the software developer
and technical support staff, requests for proof of software quality, audits of the software developer’s
quality assurance (QA), quality control (QC), and validation procedures, critical review of the
software developer’s QA/QC procedures manual, critical review of the theoretical basis of technical
features claimed to be available in the software, critical review of base verification and general
validation problem solving test results and comparisons to independent solutions, and proof of
regular and continuous conformance to one or more international standards of engineering software
quality pursuant to which the software is developed and as verified by the successful passing of
independent and regular audits by professional technical auditors and experienced professional
structural engineers.

In regard to software use practices, it appears that the least experienced, least knowledgeable, and
youngest structural engineers are given primary responsibility for using computer software to solve
exceedingly complex structural analysis and design problems, while the most experienced and senior
engineers are busily involved in the management and business aspects of their companies.  It is often
the case that the inexperienced young engineer using the computer has limited knowledge of the
underlying principles of structural mechanics and the basis of code design provisions.  Such
engineers have the most difficulty judging the assumptions and procedures inherent in the computer
program’s computational algorithms, and subsequently judging the quality and relevance of the
results of the computer’s operations.  Rather than questioning all results delivered by the computer
and validating all results against independently created problem solutions, the inexperienced
engineer often, out of frustration or lack of knowledge, will accept whatever results are output by
the computer program as correct.  It is embarrassing to observe how often and how easily structural
engineers either consciously or subconsciously hide their ignorance in the black box of the computer.
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A CURE FOR MISUSE:  THE BEGINNING OF A SOLUTION

Although a solution to this serious problem of misuse of computers is not easy, it is critical that all
structural engineers be trained and retrained on a regularly scheduled basis:

1. To recognize the extreme dangers of computers.

2. To understand the basic principles of mathematics, science, mechanics, material behavior,
system behavior, modeling techniques, analysis methods, design procedures and codes, error
assessment, risk analysis, codes of ethics, and ethical engineering practice.

3. To understand the absolute requirement for engineers to be able to engineer without
computers.

4. To always be skeptical of computers, to never ever use computer results without extensive
validation, and to always assume computer displayed results are wrong until proven correct
by the engineer.

5. To "know" the answer and merely use the computer to fine tune the solution.

6. To deglorify the computer, and to glorify knowledge and experience and the need to be
thoroughly familiar with all the details of engineering system behavior, modeling, theory, and
practice.

7. To avoid taking educational courses from engineering faculty who only provide opportunities
to learn through computer use rather than by intensive instruction in the principles of
engineering by highly knowledgeable engineering educators who have extensive real world
practice experience.

8. To avoid working for employers whose only available opportunities to learn are through
computer use rather than through intensive training by experienced and knowledgeable
engineers.

9. To recognize that less experienced engineers must develop strong engineering skills without
the aid of computers before using computers as powerful engineering modeling, analysis, and
design tools.

10. To recognize that only the most experienced and knowledgeable engineers are qualified to
use computers as a tool for engineering modeling, analysis, and design.

11. To recognize that only engineers engineer, and that computers do not.
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MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS FOR COMPUTER RELATED QUALITY

There is a clear and present danger of computer misuse which is causing serious degradations of
structural engineering quality and increasing threats to the safety of the public.  This state of practice
demands that extreme caution be exercised when using computers as a vehicle for automated
structural analysis and design, and requires increased attention on the part of professional
engineering societies and government regulators in regard to the use of computers by civil engineers
in general, and structural engineers in particular.  Therefore, in order to assure that the environment
of computer use by structural engineers has a minimum level of quality, it is critical that:

1. NO COMPUTER SOFTWARE PRODUCT SHOULD BE CONSIDERED FOR
PURCHASE  WITHOUT PROPERLY QUALIFYING AND CERTIFYING THE VENDOR
OF THE SOFTWARE.

2. NO COMPUTER SOFTWARE PRODUCT SHOULD BE USED FOR STRUCTURAL
ENGINEERING COMPUTATIONS UNLESS IT HAS BEEN FULLY AND PROPERLY
VALIDATED AND CERTIFIED PURSUANT TO INDUSTRY ACCEPTED
STANDARDS OF ENGINEERING SOFTWARE QA AND QC.

3. The structural engineer must apply the same high degree of care and detail  when validating
computer software accuracy and checking actual computer results as is applied when using
time tested and traditional procedures for checking hand computations (e.g., every detail,
data value, assumption, and computation must be checked and rechecked prior to use).

4. The structural engineer must use his/ her best judgement and his/her full depth of knowledge
and range of experience when using the computer.  Persons without sufficient structural
engineering knowledge and experience which would qualify them to be fully and legally
responsible for structural engineering designs should not be allowed to use the computer
software without careful and complete supervision by a competent, experienced,
knowledgeable, and responsible structural engineer.  In other  words, a good computer
program does not make a good engineer, only a  good engineer should use a good
computer program!

5. Engineering management must be more concerned about the quality of structural engineering
computation than ever before when the computer is involved.  Engineering managers must
set examples and provide incentives and comprehensive training programs for the proper use
of computers in the structural engineering design decision-making process.  Those managers
who trade away quality of engineering in return for assumed increases in productivity and
profitability through the use of the computer are only fooling themselves, their companies,
and their clients.  It takes a major commitment and up front investment of people, time, and
money in order to reap the benefits of computers.  There is no easy path to success and profit.

6. The engineering education community must recognize the urgent need to include in their
curricula the issues of how the computer environment impacts areas of engineering liability,
quality of engineering computations, procedures for assuring software quality, and
qualifications of engineering computer  professionals.
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7. Professional engineering societies must establish and aggressively promote guidelines for the
proper use of computers by structural engineers.  There is a clear and present danger of
computer misuse which is causing serious degradations of structural engineering quality and
increasing threats to the safety of the public.

8. Government regulatory agencies that are charged with assuring  the safety of the general
public must develop regulations (and appropriate penalties) to protect the public from the
dangers of improper use of computers in structural engineering analysis and design.
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